
Oct. 20, 2018 Longest Shot Match
Locaton: Range 3
Squadding: 8:00 AM, Draw for shooting order
First shots: 9:00 AM from the 2,000 yard berm

 The course of fire is the similar to the NRA ELR Match held in late July at 
Camp Atterbury, one of the exceptions is we will shoot paper targets rather 
than steel.  

 Cameras will be used to confirm a hit on target, when it becomes difficult to 
see new holes we will stop shooting and tape the impact holes in the targets 
(similar to painting steel targets periodically).  

 Targets will be placed at approximately 1,200, 1,500, 1,760, & 1950 yards.  
Competitors are welcome to use their own range finders, a military grade 
range finder will be used when setting the targets and the exact distances 
posted for competitors.

 Relay 1, Shooters will shoot the first 2 distances in the order shooters were 
drawn, 1,200 & 1,500 yards.

 Relay 2, Shooters will then shoot the final 2 distances in the order shooters 
were drawn, 1,760 & 1,950 yards.  This process is done to minimize the 
difference in shooting conditions for competitors.

 3 shooters will setup on the firing line and be ready to shoot, we will 
minimize the time between shooters to run the match efficiently and 
shooters will be setting up while others are firing.

 Each shooter will have 6 minutes total to shoot 5 shots at both targets on 
relay 1.

 Each shooter will have 6 minutes total to shoot 5 shots at both targets on 
relay 2.

 Scoring will be done to reward 1st shot hits:  1st shot hit = 5x distance, 2nd 
shot hit = 4x distance, 3rd shot hit = 3x distance, 4th shot hit = 2x distance, 5th 
shot hit= 1x distance, missed shots = 0

 Each shooter must hit a target at least once to proceed to the next target.
 Minimum rifle caliber is 300 Winchester Magnum with a bullet weighing 

230 grains.      Maximum caliber allowed is 416 Barrett, no sharing of rifles 
during this event.

 Results will be available immediately following the match.


